ANNOUNCEMENTS
N.E.H. SUMMER SEMINAR FOR COLLEGE TEACHERS
Topic: Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz: Central Themes
Director: Jonathan Bennett
Place: Syracuse, NY
Time: 12 June to 4 August 1995.
Stipend: $4,000.
This seminar will focus on philosophical issues on which Descartes, Spinoza and
Leibniz all had views, especially ones where Descartes held an unstable or
vulnerable middle position from which the other two departed in opposite directions: How big are material substances? How remote - metaphysically speaking
- is my mind from my body? To what extent is God like a human being? The aim
will be to learn and grow philosophically by doing philosophy in the company of
these three great men. We shall attend carefully to some of the principal texts, and
to small bits of the secondary literature. Seminarians will also have time to work
on their own projects, which need not be connected with early modern philosophy.
For further details and application forms, write to Jonathan Bennett, Department of
Philosophy, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244; or send an e-mail message
to bennett@mailbox.syr.edu.
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To clarify the editorship responsibilities of the Review in relation to the Leibniz
Society Newsletter: the Editor of the Newsletter is and always has been Mark
Kulstad. Beginning with the Newsletter of 1988, typesetting was provided by
Glenn Hartz, though all the text and photos were furnished by the Editor, Mark
Kulstad. In 1991, with Mark Kulstad's help, Glenn Hartz designed and served as
Editor for a "Review" section that was placed at the end of what was then called the
Leibniz Society Newsletter and Review. In 1993 the Review was separated off from
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